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Emergency exit doors can take many different forms and very often they will be to 
the rear or side of premises and out of immediate view. They will normally be outward 
opening but if the occupancy numbers are low, these may be inward opening. In such 
circumstances they can be particularly vulnerable to forcible attack and can provide an 
easy means of escape with the proceeds of theft.

Type of Door

The level of resistance to be provided by the door will depend on the level of threat that 
is drawn to the collection arising from its value and attractiveness but the ideal will be:

• a steel security door hung in a steel frame that is bolted to the masonry, although 
in lower risk cases solid core doors can also be suitable, especially if steel lined.  If 
appearance is a consideration doors are available that can be faced with wood or 
other materials but still include a steel element.  Glass panels and apertures (e.g. 
letter boxes) are to be avoided as this can provide a means of reaching internal 
door release equipment

• experience has shown that where there is a gap between the door and its frame 
it is vulnerable to attack by levering which can defeat the lock.  It is therefore 
important for either this to be catered for by the design of the door or for an 
additional steel strip to be provided.

Door Furniture

• Where emergency release equipment features it needs to be of substantial quality 
and to secure the door at three points: top, base and side.  In combination with the 
hinge bolts this means that a single door is being held securely in its frame at five 
separate points.  If the door is to feature only more conventional furniture (eg knob 
or lever) then mortice locks at 1/3rd or 2/3rd levels are needed.

• The designation of the door as an emergency exit usually means that it is outward 
opening which makes the hinges vulnerable to attack.  Although good practice on 
external doors in any event it is essential for hinge bolts to be provided at 1/3rd and 
2/3rd levels on the hinge edge.
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Locking security doors at night

• For the night-time situation it is recommended to seek deadlocking but this 
may be a concern to the local Fire Officer who will be concerned that when the 
premises are opened up in the morning the deadlocking might be overlooked.  
It is recommended that this is addressed by wiring the lock to the intruder 
detection system in such a way that when the system is unset an audible 
alarm is sounded until the key is turned in the lock.

Detection Arrangements

• It is for the alarm engineer or consultant to design the intruder detection 
system taking account of the environment, but detectors will be standard on 
external doors.  In higher risk cases vibration detection will be appropriate as it 
gives an earlier notification of attack.

• In daytime, it will be usual for emergency exits to remain alarmed to detect 
unauthorised exit with a notice on the door indicating that the door is alarmed.   
Although this arrangement goes someway to reducing this risk it is far more 
effective to have an electromagnetic lock (in additional to any mechanical 
emergency escape equipment) which for safety purposes is linked to the fire 
detection system.  In the event of an activation of the fire alarm system (and/or 
the operation of a switch by staff) the lock is released.
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